Welcome to the Hinton Nordic Centre. The Centre was built in 1985 and operates within William A. Switzer Provincial Park. The Centre is run by the Hinton Nordic Skiers, a non-profit organization made up of volunteers. The organization depends on the fees and honesty of facility users to cover operational costs. Thank you for your cooperation and compliance.

The Centre has over 35 km of quality groomed trails for skiing and classic skiing, a large rustic day lodge, a warmup cabin on a beautiful viewpoint, and a fashion range. The trails provide enjoyable skiing for novices, intermediate and expert levels. The Centre has hosted both national and international events. The club has an active Jackrabbit, Biathlon and Track Attack youth program.
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Dogs on Trails
Dogs are permitted only on select trails accessible from the Upper Parking Lot and K9 Parking. There are no dog-friendly trails from the main lodge. Please refer to the map for details. Please note that even on dog-friendly trails, dogs must remain on leash.

Snowshoeing
There is a designated snowshoe trail leading to the lookout cabin. The trail is accessible from the upper parking lot and covers a distance of approximately 4 km round trip. The trail is appropriate for most levels.

Toboggin Hill
The toboggin hill is located between the main lodge and the maintenance shop. Donations are appreciated. A gentle slope is groomed regularly for your sledding enjoyment.

Lessons and Events
The HNC periodically holds ski clinics and events to help develop your skills. Please follow us at www.facebook.com/hintonnordiccentre to find out when these events are happening.
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